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THE REAL SCOOP ON HISTORY
CHRISTOPER COLUMBUS
Everyone knows that 

the history we are taught 
in elementary school is 
incorrect ( not teachers).  
As naïve children, we are 
taught that Christopher 
Columbus was a great man 
who discovered America 
and hosted a delicious 
Thanksgiving dinner with 
the native people of  this 
land.  In reality, Columbus 
was an ethically neutral robot who traveled the world 
in search of  an A/C current until he ran out of  power 
while killing a bunch of  Native Americans for sport 
(the only thing he was programmed to do).

THE HOLOCAUST
Many people think that the holocaust was the tragic 

systematic genocide of  approximately six million Jews 
during World War II by the tyrannical totalitarian Nazi 
regime headed by Adolf  Hitler.  In reality, none of  this 
ever happened.

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
A lot of  ignorant people think that Benjamin Franklin 

invented electricity when he tricked his  eight year-old 
cousin into holding a kite during a thunderstorm until 
he was struck by lightning, at which point Benjamin 
Franklin plugged a household appliance into the 
youngster’s charred corpse.  In reality, Benjamin didn’t 
invent anything.  God invented electricity, and the whole 
cousin-with-kite method was detailed extensively in the 
Bible.  Nonetheless, Franklin was the only person in 
history heartless enough to actually follow the Bible’s 
twisted instructions, and his cousin died for a noble 
cause (iPods, Kindles, ceiling fans, etc.).

JULY 4TH, 1776
Many people think that this was the day the United 

States officially declared its independence from British 
control.  This is not true.  In reality, July 4th, 1776 was 
the day fireworks were invented.

PEARL HARBOR
According to “history,” the attack on Pearl Harbor 

was a tragic loss for the American Navy that eventually 
catapulted the U.S. into fully entering the Second 
World War.  Although this is technically true, what was 

even more interesting about Pearl Harbor was a love 
triangle that took place between Josh Hartnett, Ben 
Affleck, and Kate Beckinsale.  For an in-depth analysis 
of  the triangle, please see Michael Bay’s masterpiece 
in documentary filmmaking, Pearl Harbor, where the 
historical figures of  Hartnett, Affleck, and Bekinsale 
try their hands at acting in order to recreate the magic 
they felt in the 1940’s.           

JESUS (CHRIST)
A lot of  people think that Jesus was the Son of  God.  

Although God technically called Jesus his son, Jesus 
was actually adopted, a fact that Jesus only came to 
learn much later in life at the age of  33.  When Jesus 
found out he was adopted, he hammered himself  to 
a cross in order to get his father’s attention (many 
adopted kids use the cross-for-attention method at 
some point in their lives).  God saw right through 
Jesus’ cry for help and let him die on the cross, but 
felt bad and brought him back to life a few days later.  
Jesus, finally feeling welcomed by his adoptive father, 
was the happiest he had ever been.  And they all lived 
happily everafter. The end.

by AM

DEAR GIANT, FLOATING EYEBALL
Dear GFE,

I just love my new boyfriend. He’s tall 
and handsome, has a great laugh, and 
is a good dancer. But sometimes, I just 
think he’s hiding something from me! 
I can’t explain it, but something’s just 
not quite right. Can you help, Mr./
Mrs./Ms. Eyeball?

-Sussing in Sussex
 

Dear SiS,

I SEE YOUR BOYFRIEND. I 
SEE HIM ENTERING HIS ROOM. I SEE HIM 
OPENING A SMALL, GREEN BOX. I CAN SEE 
INSIDE THE BOX. IN IT IS THE DISEMBODIED 
HEAD OF HIS MASTER. THE NAME OF YOUR 
BOYFRIEND’S MASTER IS CLOTHON. THE HEAD 
OF CLOTHON SPEAKS TO YOUR BOYFRIEND. 
YOUR BOYFRIEND FEEDS SMALL LOCKS OF 
YOUR HAIR AND BITS OF YOUR SKIN TO THE 
HEAD OF CLOTHON.
- GIANT, FLOATING EYEBALL
 

Dear GFE,

I just moved in with my girlfriend last month! BUT, she 
lives in a small apartment above her parent’s garage, 
and her mom and dad just won’t leave us alone! It’s 
impossible to have any sort of  privacy. At the same time, 
my girlfriend doesn’t mind at all, and I don’t want to put 
a strain on out relationship with my complaints. What 
can I do?

-Protestant Parental Prisoner

Dear PPP,

I SEE YOUR GIRLFRIEND’S PARENTS. I SEE 

THEM PLACING SCISSORS UNDER 
THE BED YOU SHARE. YOU 
ARE UNABLE TO FORNICATE 
SUCCESSFULLY WITH YOUR 
GIRLFRIEND. I SEE THE MOTHER 
OF YOUR GIRLFRIEND. SHE IS 
PROFICIENT AT SPELLS. I SEE 
HER SPEAKING WITH THE NIGHT 
CREATURES. SHE HIDES DARK 
HERBS IN THE FOODS SHE BRINGS 
TO YOU. YOUR GIRLFRIEND IS 
ALSO A ROBOT.

 

-GIANT, FLOATING EYEBALL.

Dear GFE, 

My boyfriend is really sweet to me when we’re alone, but 
whenever his friends are around, he’s aloof  and distant 
and doesn’t even like me touching him! He’s a really nice 
guy in private, though. And I really, really like him. I used 
to feel so lucky to have gotten him, but I just don’t know 
anymore! How can I really make him mine?

- “Do You Think I’m Needy?”
 

Dear “DYTIN”

OH, HONEY. THIS GUY IS OBVIOUSLY SO 
SHALLOW AND INSECURE HE’D RATHER KEEP 
YOU WALLOWING IN SELF-DOUBT THAN 
ACTUALLY MAN UP AND FIND IT IN HIMSELF 
TO START CARING ABOUT SOMEONE. HE 
MAKES YOU FEEL LIKE DIRT, BECAUSE THAT’S 
WHAT HE IS INSIDE. DIRT. DO YOURSELF A 
FAVOR AND KICK THAT MISERABLE, SELF-
LOATHING RAT TO THE CURB!

- GIANT, FLOATING EYEBALL

PS: YOUR PARENTS ARE FROM VENUS.

POST-ITS FROM MY 
ROOMMATE

Hey Ann: Wow, you can 
sleep! I made you lunch. 
Have a great day! 
–Kit <3

Hey Ann: I cleaned up 
your beer cans. Hope 
you don’t mind! You sure 
cleaned out the fridge! I’ll 
go grocery shopping today. 
You can get next time!  

Thanks! –Kit :P

Hey Ann:  Sometimes I think I’ll never see you at breakfast! 
Lol! Another late night out I see! Rest up! 
–Kit xoxo

Hey Ann: didn’t get much sleep last night. I almost called 
in a noise complaint on you and your new friend! ;) Try to 
keep it down next time. 
Thanks! -Kit

Hey Ann: Sorry I blew up at you at your party last night. I 
hope I didn’t ruin your time! I just really needed some sleep 
before work. Anyways, have a great afternoon. 
–Kit 
P.S. Could you please clean the puke off  of  the kitchen 
table? 

Ann: Couldn’t help but notice another “stray” raccoon in 
the apartment. I know we’ve talked about this a lot, but 
please stop “rescuing” raccoons. Thanks 
–Kit 
P.S. I let “Toasty” back outside.

Ann: I can’t keep fronting you for rent. It’s due tomorrow 
morning. Please leave it on the kitchen table for me. 
Thanks. 
– Kit 
P.S. Could you clean the puke off  of  the kitchen table?

Ann: I really need the rent money. Stop avoiding me and 
please stop buying lumber to build a “treehouse-in-a-
house.” 
Thanks –Kit

ANN! I NEED THE MONEY BY TONIGHT, 
YOUR HOMELESS FRIENDS CAN’T STAY HERE 
ANYMORE, AND FOR THE LAST TIME STOP 
BUILDING A TREEHOUSE. – Kit

by A-D Gby AR

At a press conference last Thursday, Godzilla’s manager 
Ishiro Honda stated that Godzilla would not be including 
Portland  in his world tour, even after thousands of  tickets 
have already been sold for his appearance in the greater 
Portland area. “ARRRRGHHALLLL BUUGGHACK!!!!!,” 
Godzilla told reporters, which translates into, “I don’t 
know, I just felt like the buildings in Portland weren’t tall 
enough for me to really get my point across. I really feel 
just awful for letting all my fans down, but there are certain 
destruction standards that I have to live up to.”

Portland natives are very upset that Godzilla called off  
his coming to Portland. Harold Greenburger, a lifetime 
fan of  Godzilla, has been waiting to see a live demolition 
for years. “For the past ten years I’ve practiced screaming 
in Japanese every day, all for the moment when Godzilla 
would finally visit and destroy my fair city.  I’m pretty 
peeved that he’s not coming!,” Greenburger stated. 

Along with the emotional pain of  the devastating 
cancellation comes the financial burden. The Portland City 
Council has spent the last two years gathering money and 
preparing destructible buildings that are environmentally-
friendly and emit little-to-no carbon when demolished. 
“We’ll just have to wait until another famous monster is 
willing to put on a show here in the Pacific Northwest. 
The Blob, maybe?”

The show was originally supposed to open with 
appearances by Baby Godzilla and Godzilla Junior, both 
of  whom will still be visiting the Portland area to continue 
with their scheduled wrecking, devastation, slaughter, and 
annihilation. The show begins at the Portland Rose Garden 
at 9:00 PM and will spread across town throughout the 
night. Tickets are mandatory for all Portland residents and 
start at $5,000. No refunds are available.
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GODZILLA CANCELS PORTLAND APPEARANCE

NOTES MY ROOMMATE DELIVERED TO 
MY TREEHOUSE-IN-A-HOUSE
Ann, We need to talk. –Kit


